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ABSTRACT  

A distance education or distance learning is a new education meaning with  possibilities for 

getting knowledge and information to the learner at her/his own pace opened a whole new world 

for knowledge transfer. In recent years terminology changed and it went from using such terms 

as “technology-supported learning, distance learning [1] and distance education” to “on line 

learning and web –based training” to “ E- learning”. Today E-learning allows us to share and 

manage knowledge and skills of the professionals who works in the colleges and universities, 

and to get the right information to the right people at right time in need. E-learning is commonly 

referred to the international use of networked information and communication technology in 

teaching and learning in Universities. They include online learning, virtual learning, distributed 

learning, network and web- based learning. The article also discuss on the latest trends and 

prospective in the development of E-learning. Automation in modern E-learning is essential due 

to enormous increase in the collection of materials, problems of their acquisition, storage, 

processing, dissemination and transmission of information from one university to another. Every 

department has provided with a server and that are connected to each other through the 

university network.  Such type of network   is called a distributed network system.  Further, the 

E-learning System is aiming not only to serve on- campus clients of the Universities but also to 

those off- campus clients. In E-learning system, data storage and retrieval of data, searching the 

data with exact phrase words will be useful job to protect the copyrights. By using that, we can 

compress the data and images without any quality compromise. The data can be retrieved with 

the help of the distributive co-operative algorithm, which is the most efficient algorithm. With 

the help of wavelet tool, the searching pattern can be improved with less time and accurate data 

can be retrieved easily. The process of E-learning, a comparative study and major issues and 

improvement of E-learning can be implemented by distributive co-operative algorithm. The data 

protection can be done by using wavelet techniques. The information may be available in the 

other Multilanguage‟s, In order to retrieve that information, we need one technique, which can 

be used in that is, image searching algorithm with the help of the intelligent retrieval of the 

information technology.  This paper describes the design and implementation of such a system 

which integrates functions of E-learning automation, collection, and context-sensitive 

information retrieval technique as its search engine. The requirements also discussed here are 

reusability, adaptability, affordability, durability, interoperability and accessibility. Thus 

unquestionably, E-learning will continue to grow in our Universities/organizations in Odisha. In 

anticipation of this growth, the governments, business companies and professional associations 

can start focusing on applications and the effective and efficient implementation of E-learning in 

educational organization in Odisha. By recognizing that E-learning truly is an accepted 
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methodology, one can experience the greatest benefits that E-learning offer now and in the future 

for sharing of knowledge. This article discusses an E-learning and related technology keeping in 

view of the Universities of Odisha. The weaknesses in E-learning pointed out by different 

researchers have been taken into account and a noble solution is proposed. The new system of E-

learning will allow to the learners securely under the operation of operator without specialist 

information technology skill. 

 

Key words: E-learning, wavelet, message board, text chart, E-board, virtual laboratory, 

application sharing, real-time test and evaluation. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

When the World Wide Web was launched in 1991, there was a flow up interest in the 

possibilities of electronic planning (E-learning). The use of the web as an educational medium 

was held as post of production changes for communities, organization and markets. By now, well 

over a decade later, one might expect that the concept of E-learning would be well defined and 

clearly differentiate from other forms of learning. Yet there is still a lack of consensus about 

what E-earning represents. For all the publicity it has received in recent years, E-learning 

remains something of a mystery and its boundaries are far from near. E-earning intersects 

numerous fields of thought and practice and cannot be trivialized into a simple formula for 

success. E-learning is commonly referred to the international use of networked information and 

communication technology in teaching and learning. They include online learning, virtual 

learning, distributed learning, network and web based learning. Fundamentally, they refer to 

educational processes that utilized information and communication technology to mediate 

asynchronous as well as synchronous learning and teaching activities. The term E-learning 

comprises a lot more than online learning, virtual learning, distributed learning network and web 

based learning. As the letter „e‟ in E-learning [2] stands for the word “electronic” E-learning 

would incorporate all educational activities that are carried out by individuals or groups working 

online or offline, and synchronously via networked or standalone computers and other electronic 

device. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW: 

Other investigations into E-learning repositories, which further indicate the international 

dimension to this research, include the Universities of Odisha. This work is intended to 

contribute to the literature in this area, although direct comparisons with the following were not 

straightforward, as the projects were conducted in different domains in different ways. The 

author [3] emphasized the need for providing flexible supportive tools to teachers in order to 

design collaborative learning tasks. In this paper they had presented representative and selective 

design case studies exemplifying the implementation of the core specification of an Adaptation 

Pattern (Input, Rules, Model and Output) on the basis of using tools which was more complex to 

automatism the process. Here the authors [4] had described the online repository enables tutors 

to share knowledge about the courses and could well serve to create a virtual network among 

tutors for sharing knowledge and views related to the teaching activity. But they had not 

mentioned how the large number of data stored in database and retrieved that data in future 
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without loss. There have been a number of available widely-used E-learning tools around the 

world, such as: Blackboard [5], WebCT, Lotus Learning, ActiveMath [6], MetaLinks [7], 

NetCoach [8], DCG [9], Interbook [10], AHA [11], MoodIe [12], etc. Some of these tools allow 

sharing the contents and establishing communication between users, but they lack adaptability of 

the course contents, whereas, others provide adaptive course contents for the users, but they lack 

flexibility in terms of user interactions. The Segmentor and Pedagogical Hypertext generator 

(SEPHYR) [13], LOM [14], ARIADNE [15], Phoenix [16, 17] systems integrate adaptability 

with flexibility. Altogether, they have the ability to classify and recompose the learning items to 

create contextually coherent pedagogical objects for multi-user environments. There are also 

some web-based E-learning systems that can dynamically evolve to adapt themselves according 

to the requirements of the users [18] and can intelligently act according to the previous learning 

patterns of the user [19]. The web-based dynamic E-learning system [20] ensures web service 

oriented flexible integration model that can interact with all of its learning components. There 

are other E-learning systems and tools available too, but we did not include them in this section 

as they are beyond the scope of this paper. Besides these E-learning tools, many countries of the 

world are now using E-learning facilities to operate virtual universities. In addition to BOU's 

distant education programs, Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology (BUET) 

offers some E-Iearning facilities for professional development courses [21] and Dhaka 

University offers ecourses on Information Science and Library Management [22]. Limited E-

Iearning facilities are also available in some other universities for their students, teachers and 

stuffs, hosted by their local networks. Furthermore, BBC recently has started an English 

language learning program named "BBC Ianala" [23] in Bangladesh using the mobile service 

providers of the country. 

3. MOTIVATION 

Odisha is one of the most densely populated states in India with nearly 6 core people living. Its 

vast population could be the major resources of the state. However, lack of proper education is 

creating challenges for the government of Odisha to transform the potential people into a 

productive force. Though there are formal education learning facilities available for primary and 

secondary students at the Board/Council level, but there are very limited statewide E-Iearning 

facilities for higher secondary levels in Universities of Odisha, for which the biggest problems 

are arising of the student in Universities of Odisha. As majority of the population lives in the 

rural areas in Odisha, there is a need of E-learning tools to reduce the digital gap between the 

urban and the rural oriented E-learning tool named as "Design
 
and Implementation of An 

Efficient Integrated Wavelet Based Distributed Co-Operating Technique for Fast Retrieval of 

Stored and Preserved Data in E-Learning for Universities of Odisha" for primary, secondary, and 

higher secondary education system in board/Council and Universities of Odisha to provide 

nationwide uniform education facilities.. 

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM FOR E-LEARNING PROCESS IN UNIVERSITIES OF 

ODISHA: 

 

Although the focus of E-learning should be on delivering learning outcomes for students of 

Universities in Odisha and any other educational organizations, much of the popular literature on 

the subject is preoccupied with the deployment of specific technologies. It begins by focusing on 
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the crucial issue of how student communicate and learn in an electronic environment. This leads 

into an appraisal of some widely held ideas about the potential for creating modular “learning 

objects”, which in turn serves as back ground for a discussion of the terms used to describe the 

technologies that have been developed to implement and manage E-learning. Generally the 

Universities of Odisha offered number of courses in a academic session. The numbers of courses 

have also contained the number of subjects which is offered to the students by the Universities of 

Odisha. Sometimes the students of the Universities in Odisha have not attended the classes due 

to their personal problems. Again due to some natural calamity or disturbances of human being, 

the students are suffering the number of days in academic calendar. So they will face lot of 

problems at the time of examination regarding the subject matter. It is not possible for a 

professor to cover the syllabi in proper manner in time. The students are not able to go through 

the syllabi in right way and are facing the lot of problems in the examination centre to build their 

carrier. The web site is not sufficient to cover the all materials of syllabi regarding their courses. 

To overcome such type of problems of the students in Universities of Odisha the heurist step is 

E-learning which is provided to the students for all subjects according their syllabi. Initially, the 

senior professor of the Universities of Odisha briefly prepared the teaching materials regarding 

the subjects in chapter wise and then entered in website of the Universities of Odisha by well 

known operator. In this manner all subjects of different courses are prepared by the senior 

professor and entered in server of the Universities website. All the learning material of different 

subjects of different courses is available in online in campus and off campus of the Universities 

of Odisha. The Universities of Odisha are sharing their learning materials of different subjects in 

different courses through website to the other Universities in world mutually and vice versa.. 

Then the students of the Universities Odisha will go to the Universities website and  click the 

desired site to open the learning materials for their examination by the help of own computer or 

at the computer learning centre. Then all the learning material will appear on the screen of 

computer and the students will go through it regarding their syllabi, which will be in favors of 

them in right way. In this process the students can able to fulfill their ambitions in any time. This 

type of learning process in education system is called E-learning. For which E-learning is the 

most essential method for the student to build their bright career in future.   

 

4.1.E-LEARNING PROCESS: 

 

Like any learning process, E-learning depends on effective communication of human knowledge, 

whether this occurs in a face-to-face classroom or across the internet. The medium alone does 

not create the message. The effectiveness of E-learning also depends on establishing two way 

communications between teachers and learners and among learners themselves. Unfortunately, 

when E-learning was first popularized, it was widely promoted as a means of minimizing costs 

by delivering pre-packaged content to large population such an approach relies on one way 

communication from teacher to learner, attenuating the learning  of learners by means of 

electronic networks or CD-ROMs. Such an approach relies one way communication from 

teacher to learner, attenuating the learning experience. It views that learners as atomized 

individuals and fails to take into account the social context in which learning occurs. Above all, 

it does not engage learners actively in the process of learning. On the other hand, online 

technologies can also be used to foster interactive and collaborative engagement. This can be 

either synchronous or asynchronous: learners and instructors may either have regular, scheduled 

sessions whether they all “meet” simultaneously online, or (more commonly) use electronic 
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forums to exchange ideas in their own time. The most familiar form of synchronous electronic 

communication is real time two way texts based online chat, which is widely used in E-learning. 

More sophisticated forms of synchronous instruction include virtual classrooms, which use 

information and communication technologies to mimic a traditional classroom environment. This 

may involve video conferencing or the use of shared electronic whiteboards, which allow 

learning materials to be created and modified in real time, either by the instructor or the learners. 

In many cases, exchanges during synchronous instruction can be archived so that learners can 

review them later. 

There is some communication technologies which is commonly used in asynchronous E-

learning: 

 E-mail is the most common form of electronic information exchange. 

 Collaborative learning forums 

 Message boards, where students can post questions and answers;  

           Text chart or forums, where learners can communicate outside the main classroom; 

and  

          Threaded discussions, where facilitators and students can discuss a given topic and       

review each other‟s responses.           

 E-boards allow learners and instructors to create images, text and information and present 

them to other participants. 

 Application sharing allows instructors and learners to work collaboratively on the same 

learning materials, either simultaneously or in sequence. Participants can see what is 

happening at all times.  

 Simulations or virtual laboratories permit learners to work in teams to construct projects 

and complete them at their preferred pace. 

 Library/learning session cache access provides access to archived text, presentations, video 

and audio and data files. This is especially useful for revision or for reviewing synchronous 

learning sessions a student may have missed. 

 Real- time tests and evaluation can be triggered at agreed times or completed at the learners 

own pace. 

 Video and audio streaming can be used to disseminate information to learners, and can also 

enable learners to see and speak with the facilitator via the internet rather than by telephone. 

E-learning also offers classroom management technologies that permit instructors to log 

students into classes, establish work groups, manage interaction between students and receive 

feedback in real time. 

 

4.2.MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES: 

 

In the future learning solutions and services will be integrated into mobile technologies as mobile 

phones, PDAs, digital pen and paper, and in the long term, mobile devices that are not yet on the 

market. In the long term, learning solutions and services are also likely to be integrated into 

electronic appliances, machines and information interfaces. 

For mobile learning there are two distinct potential markets which are evolving: 

(a) Market of learning services for people that are without infrastructure (accessibility to internet 

and E-learning may not be as wide spread in rural or remote areas) and learners in developing 

economics. 
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(b) The market of learning services for people whose jobs require them to continuously move , 

people learning and receiving information while visiting various sites and locations, certain types 

students needing individualized learning education, on the move and while on external projects. 

 

 4.3. SIMULATIONS IN E-LEARNING PROCESS: 

 

For a number of years, simulations have played an important role in the training activities of 

certain sectors, like the defense, aviation and aeronautical industries in several countries. They 

were not adopted until now on a large scale as learning tools due to some factors like the cost of 

development and the lack of tools for developing high –quality simulations. These days we are in 

a different situation  and simulations are being adopted in other industries and for a broad range 

of skills and competence development. Technology and cost barriers are continuing to shrink, 

opening up the potential for wider adoption of simulation technology. Today, computer 

technologies, such as Macromedia flash, have become ubiquitous and E-learning vendors with 

simulations –development expertise are trying to offer more industry and topic specific 

simulation templates. There are still barriers to be overcome, particularly in terms of design 

innovation, but computed mediated simulations are expected to gain a larger share of education 

and training activities. Simulations may offer advantages over handbooks and they can 

complement lectures, demonstrations and real world practice opportunities.  The market for these 

kinds of learning services will probably continue to grow as simulation technologies more 

sophisticated and more cost effective to build. 

 

4.4.ADAPTIVE LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS (ALES): 

 

A learning environment [24]  is considered adaptive if it is capable of monitoring the activities of 

its users, interpreting these on the basis of domain specific models, inferring user requirements 

and preferences out of the interpreted activities, appropriately representing these in associated 

models and finally, acting upon the available knowledge on its users and the subject matter at 

hand ,to dynamically facilitate the learning process .One of the problems regarding the adaptive 

learning environment now is that existing standards do have some provisions for adaption, but 

require substantial extensions to accommodate common practice in ALEs. The motivation for 

seeking standardization in adaptive E-learning is directly linked to cost factors related to the 

development of ALEs and adaptive process. 

 

4.5.1OPEN SOURCE E-LEARNING TOOLS  

 

Today it is estimated that there are already more than 250 providers of commercial learning 

Management Systems. In addition, there were recently identified more than 40 open sources 

LMS offerings (some of the most well known are Moodle, ILIAS, eduplone, Claroline and 

SAKAI). Most of these product s have extensive developer communities and present strong 

arguments for considering open source application like an alternative to commercial products 

some of the criteria that are in favor of making a decision regarding and open source soft ware 

application are related to cost saving stability performance and access to code. On the other 

hand, for ensuring that users in the near future as well as the longer term have accessed to the 

best available applications, these opens source software application should be built on open 

standard. It remains to be seen if open source [25] E-leaning technologies will capture the current 
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of or future market share from commercial providers.  But the important thing in the process of 

making a decision regarding the adaption of certain e-learning software for education I to 

consider all software options and make a choice based on their merits.  

 

4.6.E-LEARNING MODALITIES: 

 

 Individualized self-paced E-learning online [6] refers to situations where an individual learner is 

accessing learning resources such as a database or course content online via an internet or the 

internet. A typical example of this is a learner studying alone or conducting some research on the 

internet or a local network. 

Individualized self-paced E-learning offline refers to situations where an individual learner is 

using learning resources such as a database or a computer-assisted learning package offline (i.e., 

while not connected to an intranet or the internet). For an example, A learner working alone off‟s 

a hard drive, such as a CD or DVD. 

Group-based E-learning synchronously refers to situations where groups of learners are working 

together in real time via an intranet or an internet. It may include text-based conferencing, and 

one or two-way audio and videoconferencing. Examples of this include learners engaged in a 

real-time chat or an audio-videoconference. 

Group-based E-learning asynchronously refers to situations where groups of learners are 

working over an intranet or the internet where exchanges among participants occur with a time 

delay (i.e., not in real-time). Typical examples of this kind of activity include on –line 

discussions via electronic mailing lists and text-based conferencing within learning management. 

 

4.7.QUALITY IN E-LEARNING: 

 

Learning outcomes are at the heart of respondents understanding of quality in the field of E-

learning. When we talk about quality in E-learning, we assume an implicit consensus about the 

term “quality”. In fact, however, “quality” means very different things to most E-learning 

providers. They may be categorized as : 

( a) Exceptionality 

(b) Perfection or consistency 

(c) Fitness for purpose 

(d)Adequate return 

(e)Transformation 

The last preparation of quality, transformation [7]  is the most relevant to the pedagogical 

process. It describes the increase in competence ability as a result of the learning processes 

transformation. Quality in the educational sense requires not just average performance but the 

best performance imaginable. This is closely connected with something being excellent in 

performance (exceptionality). The choice of best learning achievements is particular high among 

E-learning providers for medium sized institutions and Universities of Odisha. These 

organizations obviously place particular value on the quality of teaching and the standard of 

learning outcomes. From this it can be concluded that these groups in particular focus in their 

work on pedagogical quality, while other target group such as companies, private-sector 

institutions of continuing education and training, very small institution and learners(users) pay 

more attention, for example, to value for money or to meeting minimum standard. There are four 

dimensions to quality competence. One important dimension consists of knowledge about 
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concepts and possibilities of quality development on the one hand, and awareness of the meaning 

of quality in respondent‟s own contexts on the other. These fundamentally determine the 

capacity of those involved to enhance quality [8]. Although different conditions obtain in the 

individual countries and regions, the evaluation should be equally high in all regions. In addition 

to the importance accorded to quality development, and knowledge about possibilities and 

concepts of quality development in E-learning, one other dimension plays an important role in 

quality development competence: experience of quality. If experience of quality development is 

compared with the importance accorded to the issue, a discrepancy is seen between what is 

claimed and reality. 

 

5. PROPOSED EFFICIENT WAVELET BASED TECHNOLOGY FOR E-LEARNING: 

 

In E-learning solutions and services will be integrated into image technology process. In the long 

term, learning solutions and services are also likely to be integrated into electronic appliances, 

machines and information interfaces.  Images are required for substantial storage and 

transmission resources. So advantage of image compression technique is required to reduce these 

data. This paper covers some back ground of wavelet analysis, data compression and how the 

wavelets have been used for image compression. The threshold is the extremely important 

influence of compression results to suggest the wavelet technique. As the image compression 

[30] is that much important one, for that purpose, we will consider an image and assume that the 

image in a matrix form. As we have to consider the image in matrix of pixel values. In order to 

compress the image, redundancies [31] must be exploited. For example such exploitations those 

areas where there is a little change or no change between the pixels are considered as same. 

Therefore the images having large area of uniform color will have large redundancies and 

conversely images that have frequent and large changes in color will be redundant and hard to 

compress. The analysis can be used to divide the information of image in to approximation and 

detail sub signals show the original trend of pixel values.  Three detail sub signals show the 

vertical, horizontal and diagonal details or changing image. If these details are very small then 

they can be set to zero without significantly changes in the image. If these values are in the 

threshold, than they can set to zero [32]. Since those values are less that the threshold values then 

they will become to zero. In this way, if we get a lot of zeros, then we can say that the image is 

compressed extremely. After the image compression [33-34] is over that the aim is to get or 

retrieve the image. The process of retrieving decomposes the image from compression is 

called„re-strained‟. If the energy restrained is 100% that the process is called loss less energy re-

strained and image is re-constructed exactly. If the image is not decompose totally, than the type 

of compression is called lose de-compression. 

The important technical issues are discussed here. 
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Fig.2(a)

 
 

Fig. 2(b) 

 

 
 

Fig.2(a)&(b). Working of Wavelet Technique  by multi resolution analysis de-compressing and 

compressing respectively. 

 

After Compression, the decompression technique is used to retrieve the information with 

accuracy and that can be achieved by the intelligent mechanism techniques. Among lot of 

techniques are available we are going for the particle swarm optimization technique. In this 

technique we will follow an algorithm [35] for retrieval the exact information. According to that 

algorithm, it will follow and accurate information can be retrieved easily. There are a number of 

challenges associated with the long term preservation of digital data. In this paper, we are going 

to describe how the future desired data are preserved in digital document system. Of most 

interest to us for this paper are the requirements of future end users of a preserved digital data 

document. It is crucial when implementing an archival system for the long term preservation of 
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digital data, to consider the end user‟s needs with respect to the preserved digital document. Such 

considerations aid in determining exactly what information should be preserved along with the 

digital document and in what way and we cannot predict everything at the end user. But it may to 

want to do with a preserved digital document in the future. Which we can assume that they will 

expect, at least to have the ability to view or interact with the data in the same way as today‟s 

users. As such, it is critical that preserved documents can be rendered authentically on future 

computers. Moreover, the digital document should be interpretable and understandable to future 

end users as well as remaining usable. As more research, educational and cultural institutions 

come to realize the enormity and complexity of work required to store, preserve, and accurate 

large amounts of their unique digital information. More over many will turn to establishing 

cooperative partnerships for leveraging existing mass-storage capacity or utilizing 3rd party data 

duration service providers to help satisfy their needs for a redundant and secure digital 

preservation system. 

 
5.1. SEARCHING FOR THE EXACT DATA: 

 

For searching the desired data we have lot of algorithms, but among them they are not showing 

the exact data whatever we are required. For this purpose in this paper we are proposed a 

technique to search the data accurately with minimum time with without losing of information. 

That algorithm is the particle swarm optimization technique. By using this we can change the 

data from real format to binary format and it will search the desired information. Then it will 

show us the exact data within less time without lossing the information. PSO is a population-

based optimization technique developed by Kennedy and Eberhart (1995) and Shi and Eberhart 

(1998) [36]. It is initialized with a population of random solutions. The algorithm searches for 

optima satisfying some performance index over generation. It uses the number of agents that 

constitutes a swarm moving around in the search space looking for best solution. The PSO 

technique can generate high quality of optimization solution within a short computation time and 

exhibits a more stable convergence characteristic than other optimization methods. The PSO 

contains‟ individual swarms called „particles‟. Each particle represents a possible solution to a 

problem with d-dimensions and its genotype consists 2*d parameters. First d-parameters 

represent the „particle positions‟ and next d-parameters represent velocity components. These 

parameters move with an adaptable velocity within the search space and retain its own memory 

with the best position it ever reached. The parameters get changed when moving from present 

iteration to the next iteration. At every iteration, the fitness function as a quality measure is 

calculated by using its position vector. Each particle keeps track of its own position, which is 

associated with the best fitness which has achieved so far. The best position obtained so far for 

particle i keeps the track. 
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Fig.3. Inertial weight factor: 

 

 A large inertia weight (w) facilitates a global search while a small inertia weight facilitates a 

local search. By linearly decreasing the   inertia weight from a relatively large value to a small 

value through the course of the PSO run gives the best PSO performance compared with fixed 

inertia weight settings. 

            
5.2. IMAGE SEARCHING ALGORITHM BY USING DISTRIBUTIVE TECHNIQUE: 

 

A distributed system is one in which the processors are less strongly connected. A typical 

distributed system consists of many independent computers in the same room, attached via 

network connections. Such an arrangement is often called a cluster [37-38]. A distributed 

algorithm is an algorithm designed to run on computer Hardware constructed from 

interconnected processors. Distributed algorithms are used in many variety application areas of 

distributed computing, such as telecommunications, scientific computing, distributed information 

processing and real-time process control [39-40]. Standard problems solved by distributed 

algorithm are included leader election, consensus, and distributed search, spanning tree 

generation, mutual exclusion & resource allocation. Distributed algorithms are typically executed 

concurrently with separate parts of the algorithm being run simultaneously on independent 
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processors & having limited information about what the other parts of the algorithm are doing. 

One of the major challenges in developing and implementing distributed algorithm is 

successfully coordinating the independent part of the algorithm in the face of processor failure 

and unreliable communications links. The choice of appropriate distributed algorithm to solve a 

problem depends both on the characteristics of the problem and the system. The algorithm will 

run in such a manner that the probability or link wills not failure. The kind of inter-process 

communication can be performed with help of the level of timing synchronization between 

separate processors. The distributed object-oriented paradigm helps the designer to master the 

complexity of cooperative systems. To specify a distributed algorithm, we observe it from three 

points of view: the group of objects (a set of distributed entities involved in a distributed 

computation), objects (a local entity), and their methods (an action that can be performed). In our 

methodology we define an abstract machine specification as an equivalent state/transition model. 

A state is mainly characterized by its assertion definition. Such an assertion is first expressed 

using classical logic operators applied to methods on remote or local objects. We add other logic 

operators to include parallel and distributed features. They allow expressing knowledge and 

belief predicates. For the final implementation step these operators are realized by particular 

method calls. Finally a state predicate is verified if it takes a value in a defined set of possible 

values. A transition is associated with an action to be performed. In fact we use condition/action 

systems. An enabling condition for a transition is checked and, only if it is true, the 

corresponding action is executed. Refinement transforms step by step an abstract model (in the 

remaining of the paper we use invariably the terms specification and model) of a software system 

into an executable code. It must be emphasized that, by our different refinement steps, each 

model inherits the behavioral and knowledge aspects from higher levels. For instance, when a 

knowledge predicate is used in a group specification, the corresponding knowledge predicate 

will be found in the object specification level (for instance by the way of Boolean local 

variables). A distributed system is an interconnected collection of Autonomous process. Such as: 

Information exchange (WAN), resource sharing (LAN), Multicourse programming, 

Parallelization to increase performance etc. Replication is increase reliability and, modularity is 

improved to design the system easily. The configuration of a distributed algorithm is composed 

from the states as its processes and the messages in its channels. A transition is associated to an 

event at one of its processes. A process can perform internal, send and receive events. So a 

process is an internal or send event. An algorithm is centralized if there is exactly one initiator. A 

decentralized algorithm can have multiple initiators. To search any picture we have to use the 

Thumbnail of the Image as a query, because Thumbnail of any Images are parts of the picture 

regardless whatever the background.  By using one universal Image search algorithm that can 

capable to represent the features of any multimedia data type for solving the problems. We will 

use the contents of the Picture as our index key which uses a K-Tree [41]. A directed graph, 

containing 2
k
 incoming nodes and one outgoing node have some benefits for the degree of K is 

affected by the complexity of the data-structure. For another data type we will reuse an 

algorithms particular feature. Secondly the Information‟s stored at the higher level of the tree are 

the lower amount of the feature to describe the global Information. On the other hand the higher 

Information and the features are stored at the lower level of the tree. Therefore the user‟s 

requirements can be adapted between the time and the accuracy by selecting appropriate level of 

the tree. Thirdly the features of K-Tree are independent, so the position of the nodes in the tree is 

same. The problem of inconsistent index structure occurs when a multiple-feature query comes. 

If the indices of different structures or different data types are processed individually, the 
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database join operation is needed to merge results from each individual index and filters that do 

not comply with the temporal or spatial constraints. By using the K-Tree to search every feature 

altogether takes shorter computing time than using feature-dependent structure to search on 

many indices individually, then merge all results and filters them with spatial constraints. 

 
5.3. THE GENERALIZED RETRIEVAL MODEL: 

 

The k-tree structure is used to retain location information and also a histogram is used to store 

the characteristics of each portion of the data that corresponds to a part of the tree. This 

generalized model is depicted in Fig.4. First, either general mathematical models, or special 

methods, extract the feature of interest. Second, the domain of data type is reduced into a set and 

each item in the database is also mapped to the set. Third, virtual data values are added to data 

items, if necessary, to create such that each item will generate a balanced k-tree. A k-tree is built 

using histogram values for each feature. 

 
Fig.4: Generalized Indexing/Retrieving Model 

 

5.4.1. BINARY PSO BASED MULTI-OBJECTIVE RULE SELECTION ALGORITHM : 

 

Binary PSO based multi-objective Rule Selection Algorithm to perform multi-objective rule 

selection; we have already extracted N classification rules in the rule discovery phase of 

classification rule mining. These N rules are used as candidate rules in the rule selection phase.  

Let S be a subset of the N candidate rules (i.e. S is a classifier). A binary string of length N 

represent S, where “1” means the inclusion in S and “0” means the exclusion from S of the 

corresponding candidate rule. We use binary MOPSO to search for pare to optimal rule sets of 
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the following three-objective rule selection problem. 

Maximize f1(S) where f1(S) is the number of correctly  

Classified training patterns by S, 

Minimize f2(S) where f2(S) is the number of selected rules in S, 

Minimize f3(S) where f3(S) is the total number of antecedent condition over selected rules in S. 

The first objective is maximized while the second and third objectives are minimized.  

The third objective can be viewed as the minimization 

of the total rule length since the number of antecedent condition of each rule is often reformed to 

as the rule length. 

Algorithm 

Step-1:    Initialise the population POP: 

Randomly generate Npop binary strings (particles) of length N is (no.of candidate rules extracted 

in rule Extraction phase) 

Step-2: Initialise the position of each particle: 

        For i=1 to Npop, xt(i)=pop[i] 

Step-3: Initialise the velocity of each particle: 

    For i=1µ Npop, vt[i]=0 /  initializing each velocity with single of 0‟s / 

Step-4: Initialise the P best of each particle: 

        For i=1 to Npop, PBEST[i]=xt[i] 

Step-5: Evaluate the fitness of each particle /*compute f1(s), f2(s) & f3(s) 

Step-6: Store the position of the particles that represent non-dominated vectors in the reposition 

REP. 

Step-7: WHILE maximum number of cycles has not been reached DO 

(a) Compute the best for each particle in the reposition REP applying k-mediod clustering 

technique on two objective criterions coverage and 

confidence. 

(b) Compute the speed of each particle using the following expression bit wise: 

        For C=1 to L 

vt+1 [i][l] = vt [i] [l]+Rand( ) (PBRST [i] [l] 

-xt [i] [()] + Rand (0) (G BEST [i] [l]-xt [i] [()] 

/x Rand ( ) tables the values in the range (0.1) 

 

(c) Update the new positions of the particles xt+1[i] bit wise: 

    For l=1 to L 

        Calculate the threshold value 

        If (rand ( ) < w) then xt+1 [i] [l]=1 

        else xt+1 [i] [l]=0 

(d) Evaluate the fitness of each of the new particles in pop 

(e) Update the p best of each particle 

(f) Update the contents of reposition REP by inserting all the currently non-dominated particles 

into the reposition. Any dominated totaling from the reposition are eliminated in the process, 

since the size of the reposition is limited, wherever it gets full, a secondary criterions for 

refection known as crowding distance technique is applied. The final result of PSO-based multi 

objective rule selection (all the final non-dominated particle in the reporting) is not a single rule 

set but a number of non-dominated rule sets with respect to the three objectives in (7). This is the 

main characteristic feature of PSO-based multi-objective rule selection. 
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5.4.2. THE VIRTUAL-NODE (VN) IN-PICTURE SEARCH ALGORITHM: 

 

Case A) if query‟s tree aligns within the k-tree structure of data:  

1. Find the distances between feature in root of the query tree and nodes of the data at level Li-1 

– nodes with solid-line link – of the stored item. If distances are equal to the distance between 

the query and their parents, the query could be found within those child nodes. 

2 Repeat   

Case A) Recursively on this child node. If there is no distance at level Li-1 close to the distance 

to the parent, the query is “not aligned”. Follow Case B below. 

Case B) if the query data falls in between two or more nodes: 

1. If no node in k-tree can be a candidate, Virtual nodes (white nodes) between two nodes have to 

be generated from the parts of their child nodes. 

2. Repeat the whole algorithm into a new tree; use the whole algorithm within the dashed box. 

Case C) If height of query is equal to a node height: 

1 Use histogram distance function to calculate the distance then 

2 Return the distance and location. 

 

5.4.3:THE GENERALIZED VIRTUAL-NODE(GVN) IN PICTURE SEARCH 

ALGORITHM: 

 

Extended_Query=Add_Dummies (Query) 

Feature_Of_Extended_Query = Feature_Extraction (Extended_Query) 

VirtualNodeComparison (Feature_Of_Extended_Query, 

Feature_Of_Extended_Data, ROOT, distance,  

Tentative_Location) 

IF (distance < threshold) THEN BEGIN 

Find “Query_Representative,” the largest node in the k-tree of feature_Of_Query, where no parts 

of dummies are included. 

Virtual Node Comparison (Query Representative, Feature_Of_Extended_Data, 

Tentative _Location, distance1, 

Tentative_Location1) 

IF (distance1 < threshold1) THEN BEGIN 

Find the final distance by calculating the distance between the query and area of data where the 

beginning of the area is at Tentative_Location1. 

Distance = distance1 

Location = Tentative_Location1 

RETURN 

END 

END 

 

6.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK:  

Document imaging and automated workflow technologies have completely transformed the E-

learning process at Universities of Odisha. All text book material is stored in imaged form, and 

stored in database of Universities of Odisha. In this system, University database shares the vast 

information and data retrieve processing efficiency is improved and customer service that they 

have achieved and successful. The models developed and metrics extracted from the database 
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will drive a long awaited reengineering of the workflow and reallocation of personnel to gain 

processing efficiencies and further improve customer service for future application cycles. The 

plan is to combine previously fragmented, piecemeal tasks so staff can take responsibility for 

larger chunks of the process, with decisions made closer to the point of actual customer service. 

The flexible technology of the system makes it possible for valueless and redundant steps to be 

remove and provide automatic, systemic control for the process. The principal aim of this paper 

was to provide a summary of current development of E-learning. E-learning will continue to 

grow in universities of Odisha. In anticipation of this growth, the governments, business 

companies and professional associations can start focusing on applications and the effective and 

efficient implementation of E-learning in universities and other colleges in Odisha. This E-

learning study has revealed important information about Information and Communication 

Technology innovation which has applications for universities of Odisha. There was no initial 

clear cut information for students to help them at the time of the E-examination. Finally we can 

say that, this new technique can able to help the students for learning purposes at the time of the 

E-examination. By recognizing that E-learning truly is a methodology, one can experience the 

greatest benefits that E-learning has to offer now and in the future. So it will make a thorough 

revolution in academic system to improve the knowledge of learners. New operators could 

emerge either in niche areas (game based learning , simulations, open source integration ) or by 

complementing their current offerings with E-learning services. In the future telecommunications 

operators and professional associations are expected to enter the market as suppliers of E-

learning services for their customers. In E-learning system in Universities Odisha have reduced 

the training costs, increase the employee competency, decrease employee turnover and manage 

learning facilities in conjunction with human resources goals. 
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